Let’s keep your machines
ready for the future
Retrofit and modernization services
for Factory Automation

siemens.com/fa-migration

Companies are often reluctant to modify automation systems that have worked well for years. Yet there are also significant risks to holding on to obsolete technology, because
as the likelihood of errors and failures increases, the rising
maintenance and troubleshooting costs reduce profitability.
For long-term business success, it is also crucial to lay the
foundations for the digital transformation in a timely
manner. Only those who continually adapt their machines
and plants to current requirements will remain competitive
over the long term.
Standardized migration solutions from Siemens enable a
smooth, reliable, and efficient transition to the latest automation technology. Flexible financing solutions offer the
opportunity to make modernizations as needed while
ensuring that they are always tailored to the available
budget.

Your benefits at a glance
• Reliable modernization with a clearly defined
implementation process – precisely tailored to your
requirements, your timeline, and your budget
• State-of-the-art SIMATIC components and an extended spare parts supply prolong the service life of
machinery
• Targeted increase in plant availability thanks to
reduced machine downtimes
• Creation of the basis for Industrie 4.0
• reater entrepreneurial freedom thanks to flexible
payment plans or retrofit financing to protect
liquidity and equity capital

Step by step to success
Siemens assists you in your migration project as an experienced partner offering proven products and solutions, decades
of product and industry expertise, flexible financing models, and specialists who provide you with expert on-site support.
In every case, a clear process ensures cost efficiency and success. Optimal preparations are made for your migration
project, risks are consistently minimized, and a reliable fallback strategy protects ongoing operation.
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Benefit from our comprehensive range of retrofit and migration offerings

Migration consulting and support

Complete system modernization

Production machine retrofit

Individual consultation and support
for the migration of obsolete
SIMATIC products and systems

Complete modernization of your old
SIMATIC system including tests and
acceptance

Retrofit of the entire production
machine including drives and motors

Application software migration

Product upgrade service

Platform conversion support

Migration of the SIMATIC customer
application to the planned target
platform without functional
expansion

Preventive service to identify and
replace obsolete SIMATIC
components

Individual support service for the
successful conversion of third-party
systems to SIMATIC systems

Budget-compliant modernizations with our financing models
Payment plan
Precisely tailored financing with monthly installments, with no large one-time
investment
Retrofit financing
Siemens Financial Services takes over your machine at the residual book value
and finances the modernization. You pay fixed rates for the use of the updated
machine.
More at: siemens.de/finance
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